
 

 

a/ This is a mural of Greta Thunberg,  

b/ It is located on the Tobacco Factory wall  

c/ It dates back to   

d/ It is very realistic and it was made  

e/ It is the size of a building,  

f/ This mural shows a girl  

g/ We can see her full-face,  

h/ In the bottom left-hand corner of the picture,  

i/ There are icebergs on the left and on the right  

j/ In the background, the sky is split into two parts; it is stormy  

k/ The sky above the girl gets darker from left to right  

l/ The mural shows that the situation we are living is extreme and  

m/ The artist wants to warn us that we should stop polluting and  

n/ The message in the painting could be  

o/ The artist urges us to deal with environmental issues   

p/ This mural is a warning sign for us to do something  

 

 

 

 

1/ which probably means that our future isn’t happy and bright. 

2/ that we must take action and do something before it is too late. 

3/ in the city of Bristol, England. 

4/ there is a polar bear swimming or drowning in the water.  

5/ by British street artist Jody. 

6/ that we should all be worried by the environmental crisis. 

7/ which means that she is standing in front of us and facing us. 

8/ of the painting, on each side of her face; they are melting. 

9/ with orange shades on the left and darker colours on the right. 

10/ and it takes the whole wall, that is fifteen meters tall. 

11/ that global warming is a danger for humanity. 

12/ May 2019 (two thousand and nineteen). 

13/ before we cannot breathe (or live on this planet) any more. 

14/ whose body and half her face are underwater. 

15/ before we are underwater too! 

16/ the famous nineteen-year-old Swedish activist. 

 

READING COMPREHENSION ACTIVITY : match the elements on the left to the elements on the right. 
Name :     Class :  

DD _ 11/22 

a =  b =          c =   d =   e =   f =   g =   h =                i =  

 

  j =    k =   l =   m =  n =   o =       p =  


